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NEW QUESTION: 1
Examine the query and its output executed In an RDBMS Instance:
Which three statements are true about the users (other than
sys) in the output?

A. The C # # C_ADMIN user can perform the data guard operation
with Data Guard Broker.
B. The C # # B_ADMIN user can perform all backup and recovery
operations using RMAN or SQL* Plus.
C. The C # # D_ADMIN user can perform backup and recovery
operations for Automatic Storage Management (ASM).
D. The C # # A_ADMIN user can perform wallet operations.
E. The C # # B_ADMIN user can perform all backup and recovery
operations using RMAN only.
Answer: A,B,C
Explanation:
B: SYSDG administrative privilege has ability to perform Data
Guard operations (including startup and shutdown) using Data
Guard Broker or dgmgrl.
D: SYSASM The new (introduced in 11g) SYSASM role to manage the
ASM instance, variable extent sizes to reduce shared pool
usage, and the ability of an instance to read from a specific
disk of a diskgroup
E (Not A): SYSDBA is like a role in the sense that it is
granted, but SYSDBA is a special built-in
privilege to allow the DBA full control over the database
Incorrect:
Not C: SYSKM. SYSKM administrative privilege has ability to
perform transparent data encryption
wallet operations.
Note:
Use the V$PWFILE_USERS view to see the users who have been
granted administrative
privileges.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following can be used to calculate the loss event
probability?
A. Number of outcomes multiplied by total number of possible
outcomes
B. Number of outcomes divided by total number of possible
outcomes
C. Total number of possible outcomes divided by frequency of
outcomes
D. Total number of possible outcomes multiplied by frequency of
outcomes
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT
Your network contains an Active Directory domain named
contoso.com. All client computers run Windows 8 Enterprise.
You have a remote site that only contains client computers. All
of the client computer accounts are located in an

organizational unit (CU) named Remote1. A Group Policy object
(GPO) named GPO1 is linked to the Remote1 CU.
You need to configure BranchCache for the remote site.
Which two settings should you configure in GPO1?
To answer, select the two appropriate settings in the answer
area.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
In ArcGIS Pro, how should a technician turn on labels within
lite Feature Layer ribbon?
A. Click the Data tab. and click Label
B. Click the Appearance tab, and click Enable Labeling
C. Click the Labeling tab, and click Label
Answer: B
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